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Song: O Panchi Pyaare  
Lyricist: Shailendra

Ao panchi pyaare  
saum saakaare  
bolte too ko'ain si bolli  
bata re  
bolte too ko'ain si bolli

Oo panchi pyaare  
saam saakaare  
bolte too ko'ain si bolli  
bata re  
bolte too ko'ain si bolli

Ma to panchi  
pijaree ki maena  
pakh mere bekara  
bich hmare  
saat re saagar  
kaise chalo us par  
kaise chalo us par

Fagun mahina  
poohi bagiya  
Aam jarere amrree  
Mai chhirkie se chup chup deekho  
chhu basant ki aai  
chhu basant ki aai

Oo panchi pyaare  
saum saakaare  
bolte too ko'ain si bolli  
bata re  
bolte too ko'ain si bolli
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